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Abstract—  
A dangerous atmospheric devation is created by emanation of nursery gasses. 72% of the completely 

radiated nursery gasses Is carbon dioxide. CO2 is unavoidably made by blazing of powers such as e.g. 

Oil, diesel, petrol and so forth. The utilization of such fills can be minimized by utilizing elective powers 

which don't contain carbon or contain less carbon. The option powers, for example, ethanol created 

from renewable lignocellulosic assets or powers delivered from seawater. Research on enhancing 

ethanol creation is quickening for both efficient and natural reasons, fundamentally for its utilization as 

a different option for Petroleum based powers. Lignocellulosic biomass is the most bounteous crude 

material on the planet. Creation of ethanol from renewable lignocellulosic Resources might enhance 

vitality accessibility, diminish air contamination, lessen barometrical CO2 gathering. The generation of 

fuel from seawater takes 23,000 gallon of seawater to deliver to produe one gallon of fluid hydrocarbon 

fuel. This procedure takes care of two issues; reliance on fossil energizes and ascending of ocean level. 

The bright beams originating from sun likewise add to a dangerous atmospheric devation by decimating 

the defensive ozone layer. Sunshade Geoengineering – the establishment of a Reflective Mirrors in the 

middle of earth and sun to diminish the approaching sun powered radiation, has been proposed as a 

Mitigative measures to check anthropogenic a dangerous atmospheric devation. 
Keywords— ethanol; lignocellulosic resources; reflective mirrors; sunshade geoengineering; Terbo fan         

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A dangerous atmospheric devation is the best test confronting our planet. an Earth-wide temperature boost is the expansion 

in the world's surface temperature which is brought on by the discharge of the nursery gasses, for example, carbon dioxide, 

methane, water vapor and so forth. The discharge of such nursery can be decreased by the utilization of these three logical 

strategies for quick, advantageous and moderate results. For example, space sunshade , ethanol and saline water as a fuel. 

II. HEADINGS 

1) Space Sunshade: 

1.1)  Cloud of small spacecraft  

1.2) One diffraction grating  

 2) Ethanol :  

2.1) Chemistry 

2.2) Sources 

2.3) Technology  

2.4) Experience by country 

2.5) Environment 
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2.6)  Efficiency of common crops  

2.7)  Motorsport 

2.8)  Replacement of kerosene 

3) Saline Water Use As a Fuel :  

3.1)  What water-fuelled cars are not  

3.2)  Extracting energy from water 

3.3)  Claims of functioning water-fuelled cars 

3.4)  Hydrogen as a supplement 

3.5)  Gasoline pill and related additives 

3.6)  Hydrogen on demand technologies  

3.7)  In popular culture 

1) SPACE SUNSHADE: 

 A space sunshade or sunshield is a parasol that occupies or generally decreases some of a star's beams, keeping 

them from hitting a planet and along these lines lessening its insolation, which brings about less warming of the planet. A 

sunshade is specifically noteworthy towards moderating an Earth-wide temperature boost through sunlight based radiation 

administration. Such shades could likewise be utilized to create space sun based force, going about as sun powered force 

satellites. Proposed shade outlines incorporate a solitary piece shade and a shade made by an extraordinary number of little 

questions.  

 

 Sunshade geoengineering - the establishment of intelligent mirrors between the Earth and the Sun to decrease 

approaching sun oriented radiation, has been proposed as a mitigative measure to balance anthropogenic an Earth-wide 

temperature boost. Despite the fact that the prevalent origination is that geoengineering can re-build up a "characteristic" pre-

mechanical atmosphere, such a plan would itself definitely prompt environmental change, because of the distinctive worldly 

and spatial driving of expanded CO2 contrasted with lessened sun powered radiation. We research the size and nature of this 

atmosphere change surprisingly inside of a completely coupled General Circulation Model. We find critical cooling of the 

tropics, warming of high scopes and related ocean ice decrease, a diminishment in force of the hydrological cycle, lessened 

ENSO variability, and an expansion in Atlantic toppling. Be that as it may, the progressions are little in respect to those 

connected with an unmitigated ascent in CO2 outflows. Different issues, for example, sea fermentation stay unsolved by 

sunshade geoengineering. component at the Sun-Earth L1 Lagrangian point. An unnatural weather change . A space 

sunshade or sunshield can be portrayed as closely resembling a parasol that redirects or generally diminishes some of a star's 

beams, keeping them from hitting a planet and along these lines lessening its insolation, which brings about less warming of 

the planet. This can be specifically compelling towards moderating a dangerous atmospheric devation through sun based 

radiation administration. Such shades could likewise be utilized to deliver space sunlight based force, going about as sun 

oriented force satellites. 

 

2) Ethanol : The estimation of ethanol as an option fuel has as of late been a very wrangled about theme. There have been 

numerous solid sentiments for and against its utilization communicated by legislative organizations, open hobby, and modern 

gatherings. The target of this study was to decide the effect of utilizing ethanol fuel as a part of the U.S. what's more, 

especially Wake County, North Carolina, from a temperate, operational, ecological, and social perspective. Current corn 

generation and ethanol aging strategies deliver the fuel at a net vitality pick up notwithstanding making important co-items, 

for example, corn oil or dried distillers grains with solubles (DDGS). North Carolina can at present advantage monetarily 
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from the ethanol generation industry, however not agronomically until different feedstocks other than corn are used. This 

atmosphere is bad for corn developing, which is the reason NC imports a huge sum every year for creature sustain. Since 

corn is as of now transported here, utilizing some for ethanol maturation while as yet delivering high protein DDGS for the 

swine and poultry industry can be productive. Wake County has a huge flex-energized vehicle (FFV) populace near 9,000 

that can utilize ethanol as a fuel. This will drive the area's ethanol fuel market notwithstanding what can be circulated to other 

close populated focuses, for example, Charlotte, Richmond, and even Washington D.C. 

  3) SALINE WATER AS A FUEL: 

              To make the fuel, carbon dioxide and hydrogen bound is separated in the water and recombined those Gasesdiesel, 

or plane fuel. "Since it's an engineered process, you can tailorit to whatever fuel you require," said by naval force research 

scientific expert DR. Wilhauer .Water – fuel blends decrease destructive crude emanations in ignition motors. Here, as a 

result of their thermodynamic strength and appropriation of water in fuel on the nano-scale microemulsions are better 

analyzed than customary emulsionsbiomass, for example, corn or sugarcane. World ethanol generation for transport fuel 

tripled somewhere around 2000 and 2007 from 17 billion to more than 52 billion liters. Ethanol fuel has a "Gas Gallon 

Equivalency" (GGE) estimation of 1.5 US gallons (5.7 L), which implies 1.5 gallons of ethanol creates the vitality of one 

gallon of gas . Amid an exhibition of the RFG, an eyewitness saw that it was bringing on water in a close-by test tube to 

consolidate. On the off chance that the RFG could make water consolidate, it could hypothetically isolate salt out of 

seawater. Maybe, then, it could be utilized to desalinize water, an issue  

 

of worldwide extents. The old sailor's aphorism "Water, water all over and not a drop to drink" applies inland also: Some 

countries are going away and their populaces experiencing thirst, yet the world is 70 percent sea. Amid his first test, in any 

case, he saw a shocking reaction. When he pointed the RFG at a test tube loaded with seawater, it started. This is not a 

typical response by water. Kanzius attempted the test once more, this time lighting a paper towel and touching it to the water  

 

while the water was in the way of the RFG. He got a much greater astonishment the test tube touched off and stayed land 

while the RFG was turned on news of the test was for the most part met with claims of it being a trick, yet after Penn State 

University scientists got their hands on the RFG and attempted their own trials, they discovered it was to be sure genuine. 

The RFG could touch off and blaze salt water. The fire could achieve temperatures as high as 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit and 

smolder the length of the RFG was on and went for it. 

 

CONCLUSION                           

 IN THIS WAY IT IS VERIFIED THAT WATER AS FUEL IS AN EFFECTIVE WAY FOR A BETTER FUEL WHICH CAUSES NO HARM 

TO THE NATURE AS OXYGEN IS EXHAUSTED FROM THE ENGINE . AS WATER IS AVAILABLE ON THE EARTH IN USE ABUNDANCE 

AND NO OIL OR LUBRICANT IS REQUIRED FOR THE MAINTENANCE WHICH IS ALSO ECONOMICAL FOR THE CONSUMER. THE USE OF 

SPACE SUNSHADE WILL EFFECTIVELY REDUCE THE HARMFUL EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING CAUSED BY ULTRAVIOLET RAYS. 
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